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PROPERTY RIGHTSFOR NATURAL RESOURCES 
MANAGEMENTIN INDONESIA:





of. 2007. regarding. the.Management. of. Coastal. and. Small. Island. Areas.
has. been. ruled. inoperative. by. the. Constitutional. Court.. The. decision.




forms.of. regulation. to. focus.on. the. creation.of.new.statutory.property.
rights. such. as. fisheries. rights,. water. use. rights. and. rights. associated.







Law No. 27 of 2007 regarding the Management of Coastal and Small 
Island Areas (Undang-undang No. 27 Tahun 2007 tentang Pengelolaan Wilayah 




marine.and.small. island.areas.under. the. jurisdiction.of.regional.government..
In. doing. so,. guidance. was. taken. from. the. principles. of. integrated. coastal.
management.also.known.as.integrated.coastal.zone.management.(ICZM).2.
As. expressed. by. the. European. Commission. in. their. recommendation.
passed.in.2002,the.principles.of.ICZM.endorse.a.broad,.long-term.perspective.
to.balance.environmental,.economic,.social,.cultural.and.recreational.objectives.
within. the. limits. set. by. coastal. and.marine. ecosystems. (Recommendation.of.
the. European. Parliament. and. of. theCouncil. 2002;Clark. 1992;Klinger. 2004)..
‘Integrated’. in. ICZM. refers. to. integration. of. all. relevant. sectors. and. policy.










Pursuant. to. UU27/2007,. the. integration. of. instruments. is. achieved.
through. four. new. planning. processes,. namely,. the. Coastal. and. Small. Islands.
Strategic. Plan,. the. Coastal. and. Small. Islands. Zonation. Plan,. the. Coastal. and.
Small.Islands.Management.Plan.and.the.Coastal.and.Small.Islands.Action.Plan.
Aside.from.the.new.planning.instruments,.Law.27/2007.introduced.a.new.legal.
instrument. called.a.Coastal.Waters.Commercial.Use.Right. (Hak Pengusahaan 
Pengairan Pesisir.(HP-3))..Whilst.this.right.is.sometimes.referred.to.as.Coastal.
Waters. Use. Right,. in. this. article,. it. will. be. referred. to. as. a. commercial. use.
rightfor. the.reason.that. in.bahasa Indonesia. commercial.purpose. is. indicated.
by.the.word.usaha,.which.is.the.root.word.for.perusahaan.(business,.enterprise,.
undertaking.or.concern).andpengusaha.(industrialist,.entrepreneur)..




Fisheries.Justice.(Koalisi Rakyat untuk Keadilan Perikanan.(KIARA)),.Indonesian.
Human.Rights. Committee. for. Social. Justice. (IHSC). and. the. Indonesian. Legal.
Aid. Bureau. (Yayasan Lembaga Bantuan Hukum Indonesia). (YLBHI)),. who.
challenged.the.validity.of.the.HP-3.by.launching.judicial.review.proceedings.in.
the.Constitutional.Court.of.Indonesia..
On. 16. June. 2011,. the. Constitutional. Court. found. that. theHP-3. was.




state.and.utilised.for.the.greatest.prosperity.of.the.people.(Bumi, air dan kekayaan 




management. in. Indonesia.. The. question. is. relevant. as,. in. recent. times,. legal.
developments. in. natural. resources. law. internationally. have. focused. on. new.
statutory.property.rights.such.as. fisheries.rights,.water.use.rights.and.rights.
associated.with.carbon.sequestration..This.article.explores.the.decision.of.the.
Constitutional. Court. and. suggests. that. a. similar. line. of. reasoning.would. not.
necessarily,.and.should.not,.arise.in.relation.to.other.forms.of.property.rights.
that.the.Government.of.Indonesia.may.seek.to.introduce.in.the.future..In.Part.
I,. observations. are.made. regarding. the. presentation. of. the.HP-3.within. Law.
27/2007..In.Part.II,.aspects.of.property.and.property.rights.are.considered..In.
part.III,.the.reasoning.of.the.Constitutional.Court.is.examined..In.Part.IV,the.trend.
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II. OBSERVATIONS ON THE COASTAL WATERS COMMERCIAL USE RIGHT
A. Features of the HP-3
1. Practical operation
The.HP-3.provided.a.right.to.use.coastal.or.marine.resources.in.coastal.
waters,. which. were. defined. to. include. waters. stretching. up. to. 12. nautical.


















to. limited. liability. companies. or. corporations. (perseroan terbatas),. they. also.
include. cooperatives. (koperasi). and. associations. (yayasan)(Hukum. Online,.
2007).. Another. question. is.whether. ‘individual’. could. include. a. small. group.
of. individuals.. Indeed,. in. the.author’s.understanding,. there.was.a.perception.
by.some.stakeholders.involved.in.the.legislative.drafting.process.that.the.HP-
3.was. to.provide. a. vehicle. for. community-based.management. of. coastal. and.
small. island.resources.and,. for. this. reason,.had.been. initially. supported.by.a.







The. interests. of. these. two. groups. could. be. quite. distinct. and. indeed.
conflicting,.which.reveals.an.underlying.weakness.in.the.original.conception.of.
the.HP-3.5.
4.Masyarakat Adat adalah Kelompok Masyarakat Pesisir yang secara turun-temurun bermukim di 
wilayah geografis tertentu karena adanya ikatan pada asal-usul leluhur, adanya hubungan yang kuat dengan 
Sumber Daya Pesisir dan Pulau-Pulau Kecil, serta adanya sistem nilai yang menentukan pranata ekonomi, 
politik, sosial, dan hukum.
5.A.first.step.in.effective.policy.making.and.legislative.drafting.is.to.define.the.behaviour.that.is.
to.be.influenced.by.a.new.law..Where.actors.have.divergent.interests.they.should.be.covered.by.separate.
legislative. provisions.. If. more. than. one. actor. is. covered. by. a. provision,. they. should. have. interests. in.
common.that.bind.them.together:see.generally.work.by.Seidman,Seidman.and.Abeyesekere.(2001).
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example,.Law.No..31.of.2004.regarding.Fisheries.(Undang-undang No. 31 Tahun 
2004 tentang Perikanan). regulates. fishing. activity.. Tourism. operations. are.
governed.by.the.Law.No..10.of.2009.regarding.Tourism.(Undang-undang No. 10 
Tahun 2009 tentang Kepariwisataan).and.investment.in.opportunities.for.new.
forms.of. renewable.energy.along. the.coast,. in.wave,. current.and. tidal.power.
would.be.governed.by.Law.No..30.of.2007.regarding.Energy.(Undang-Undang 
No. 30 Tahun 2007 tentang Energi).Some.of.the.plaintiff’s.witnesses.argued.that.















to. land. (hak milik). established.under. the.Law.No..5.of.1960. regarding.Basic.
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As. expressed. in. the. legislative. provisions,. there. was. no. obligation. to.
obtain. the. right. and. no. prohibition. against. activities.without. approval. of. an.





with. size. and. volume. of. the. use. (art. 21(2)(b)).. Administrative. conditions.
included.a.plan.for.the.use.of.resources.appropriate.for.the.carrying.capacity.
of.the.ecosystem.and.a.system.for.oversight.and.reporting.to.government.(art.
21(3)(b)-(c)).. Operational. conditions. included. obligations. to. empower. the.








be. terminated. for.breach.of. conditions. and. that. administrative,. criminal. and.
civil.sanctioncould.be.imposed.on.a.right.holder.











resources. as. well. as. a. sustainable. scientific. process. in. lifting. the.welfare. of.
the.community.and.protecting. the.unity.of. the.Republic.of. Indonesia’. (art.5).
(emphasis.added)..Certain.obligations.are.imposed.in.relation.to.management..
It. is. stated. that. it.must. be. carried. out. by. integrating. the. activities. between.
central. and. regional. government;. between. regional. governments;. between.
sectors;. between. government,. business. and. the. community;. between. land-
based.ecosystems.and.marine.ecosystems;.and.between.scientific.knowledge.
and. management. principles. (art. 6).. Hence,. the. goal. of. integrated. coastal.
management.is.established..
The. first. problem. with. terminology. is. lack. of. clarity. in. the. definition.
of.managementdue. to. theinclusion.of. the.word. ‘utilization’. (pemanfaatan)..A.
common.understanding.of. the.root.word.manfaat. in.bahasa Indonesia covers.
8. Zonation. Plan. consists. of. four. zones.. General. Use. Zone. (Kawasan Permanfaatan Umum),.
Conservation.Areas.(Kawasan Konservasi),.Strategic.National.Areas.(Kawasan Strategis NasionalTertentu).
and.Sea.Lanes.(Alur Laut).–.Law.27/2007.art.10..Priority.uses.for.small.islands.are.listed.in.article.23.
9. Note. that. this. is. not. a. clear. obligation. to. provide. access,. only. to. give. attention. to. providing.
access.
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the.meaning.of.‘use’,.‘to.profit.from’,.‘to.benefit.from’.and.‘to.obtain.an.advantage’..











tool. then. this. should.have.been.made. far.more.explicit.by.provisions.of.Law.
27/2007..Furthermore,. it. should.have.been.made.clear.how.the.HP-3.was. to.
assist.in.achieving.integration.in.coastal.management..













and.marine. areas. and. the. resultant. problem. for. Indonesia. characterized. by.




In. his. essay,. Hardin. addressed. the. ‘tendency. to. assume. that. decisions.
reached. individually.will,. in. fact,. be. the. best. decisions. for. an. entire. society’.
thereby.raising.the.problem.of.negative.externalities.that.lead.to.deterioration.
in. our. natural. environment. (Hardin. 1968. p.1244).A. negative. externality.
occurs.where.some.of.the.costs.of.an.activity.(e.g..pollution.or.other.forms.of.
environmental.damage).are.not.borne.by.the.decision.maker.engaging.in.that.
activity. with. the. result. that. the.market. fails. to. produce. an. optimal. result..
Hardin.illustrated.the.problem.by.describing.a.pasture.open.to.a.large.group.of.
cattle.herders.as.follows:
10.AbdonNababan,.an.expert.witness.for.the.government.referred.to.the.‘tragedy.of.open.access.’. Under. the. set. of. theoretical. assumptions. made. by. neoclassical. economics,. in. a. perfectly.
competitive.market.an.optimal.result.is.achieved.when.it.reaches.a.point.of.Pareto.efficiency.in.which.a.
consumer.good.is.produced.in.the.quantity.that.maximizes.overall.social.welfare.







Since. the. herdsman. receives. all. the. proceeds. from. the. sale. of. the.
additional.animal,.the.positive.utility.is.nearly.+.1.




Adding. together. the. component. partial. utilities,. the. rational. herdsman.
concludes.that.the.only.sensible.course.for.him.to.pursue.is.to.add.another.
animal.to.his.herd..And.another.....But.this.is.the.conclusion.reached.by.each.
and.every.rational.herdsman.sharing.a.commons..Therein. is. the. tragedy..
Each.man. is. locked. into. a. system. that. compels. him. to. increase.his. herd.




As. observed. by. Sinden,. ‘it. is. a. powerful. parable,. because. this.
particular. iteration. ofthe. externality. problem. forms. the. root. of. virtually. all.
environmentalproblems,.from.the.over-exploitation.of.forests.and.fisheriesto.the.
pollution.of.air.and.water’.(Sinden.2007.p.546).Hardin.identified.two.possible.
solutions. to. the. tragedy.. One.was‘mutual. coercion,. mutually. agreed. upon’,or.
as.stated.by.Hardin,. ‘coercive.laws.or.taxing.devices’.Another.was.to.establish.















Notably,. subsequent. critiques. of. Hardin’s. thesis. provide. support. for.









Awig-awig in.Lombok,.Panglima Laot in.Aceh,.Ninik Mamak in.Sumbar.and.Suku 
Anak Laut in.Kepulauan.Riau.(Djais,.Putra,.Raharjo,.and.Widianto.2008).
III. THE HP-3 AS A PROPERTY RIGHT, ASPECTS OF PROPERTY AND 
PROPERTY RIGHTS







3.. It.could.be.transferred.and.be.used.as.collateral.for.a.loan.(dijadikan jaminan 
utang dengan dibebankan hak tanggungan)
4.. It.came.with.a.title.(sertifikat hak).
The. Court. concluded. that. the. HP-3. would. lead. to. the. parceling.




claiming.compensation.by.right-holders,. it. is. likely.that. it.would.have.further.
confirmed.the.Court’s.finding.that.the.HP-3.was.a.property.right.13.

















13. To. have. prepared. a. system. for. compensation. on. the. extinguishment. or. variation. of. the.HP-
3.assumes. that. the. right.holder.would.be.entitled.under. the.Constitution. to.compensation,.which.only.
applies.where.a.property.right.is.acquired..Section.28H(4).of.the.Constitution.provides.‘Each.person.has.
the.right.to.private.property.and.this.rightmay.not.be.arbitrarily.interfered.with.by.anyone.at.all.’
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“connects.the.entitlement.to.the.orthodox.institutional.indicia.of.alienability.

















B. The conceptualization of property by the Court
It.is.widely.acknowledged.that.property.is.a.difficult.concept,with.a.range.
of.meanings.dependent.on.the.context.of.its.use..Generally.speaking,.the.term.






the.phrase.hak kebendaan,.which,.when. translated. literally,.means. ‘a. right. to.
matter’.15.This.choice.of.words.in.bahasa Indonesia.appears.to.stress.the.thingness.
rather. than. the. relationshipness. of. a. property. right.. In. contrast,. the.modern.
metaphor.for.property.is.a.‘bundle.of.rights’.such.as.use,.alienation,.exclusion.




Arnold. gives. an. account. of. how,. in. the. Hohfeldian. replacement. of. the.
‘property-as-thing-ownership’. concept. with. the. ‘property-as-a-bundle-of.
rights’.concept,.property.as.a.distinct.and.coherent.concept.has.been.declared.
14. Referring. to. Epstein,. Richard. A. (1985). Takings: Private Property and the Power of Eminent 
Domain.Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,. 304.and.Underkuffler,. Laura.S. (1990). ‘On.Property:.An.
Essay’,.1000.Yale.Law Journal,.127:.143.
15.The.root.word. is.benda.meaning. ‘thing,.article,. inanimate.object’.and.kebendaan. conveys. the.
meaning.of. ‘1..matter;.2..material,.physical,. substantive;.3..material.wealth’:Echols,. John.M.and.Shadily,.
Hassan.(1997).Kamus Indonesia Inggris (3rded).Jakarta:.Penerbit.PT.Gramedia.
16. Hohfeld’s. impact. is. widely. acknowledged:. seeHohfeld,. Wesley. Newcomb. (1911). ‘Some.
Fundamental.Legal.Conceptions.as.Applied. in. Judicial.Reasoning,.23.Yale Law Journal, 16.and.Hohfeld,.
Wesley.Newcomb.(1917).‘Fundamental.Legal.Conceptions.as.Applied.in.Judicial.Reasoning’.26.Yale Law 
Journal,.710.
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dead.. In. particular,. Grey. captured. an. understanding. of. property. widely.
shared.by.scholars,.lawyers,.and.judges.that.property.is.a.‘malleable,.divisible,.
disaggregable,. functional. set. of. rights. among.people..New.property. interests.
can.be.created.in.intangibles,.as.well.as.tangibles,.and.in.abstract.concepts,.as.
well.as.concrete.realities’(Arnold.2002.p..282).17.
It. can. be. seen. that. the. choice. of. wording. by. the. Constitutional. Court.
appears. to. diverge. from. common. understandings. elsewhere,. at. least. in. the.
Anglo-American.legal.system..Interestingly,.Arnold.critiques.the.bundle.of.rights.
approach.and.argues.that.property.law.is.in.search.of.a.reconstituting.metaphor..
This. is.because.the.bundle.of.rights. lacks. internal.and.definitional.coherence.







Space.does.not.permit. further.exploration.of.such. issues.related.to. the.
conceptualisation.of.property.in.Indonesia..However,.it.appearsthatthis.is.an.area.
ripe.for.further.research.and.analysisand.that.there.is.a.need.fordiscussionon.
the. theory. and. doctrinal. basis. fordifferent. kinds. of. property. rights. andtheir.
expression.and.explanation.in.bahasa Indonesia.
C. Ownership and community-based property rights
A.property.right.has.been.said.to.be.‘the.authority.to.undertake.particular.
actions.related.to.a.specific.domain’(Schlager.and.Ostrom.1992).Schlager.and.
Ostrom,. prepared. a. helpful. conceptual. schema. that. distinguishes. between.
different.bundles.of.rights.that.may.be.held.by.the.users.of.a.resource.system.
(Schlager. and. Ostrom. 1992,. p.231).Within. the. schema,. the. most. relevant.
operational-level. property. rights. are. ‘access’. and. ‘withdrawal’..Whilst. access.
involves. the. right. to. enter. a. defined. physical. property,. withdrawal. involves.
the.right.to.obtain.‘products’.or.a.resource.(e.g.,.catch.fish,.appropriate.water,.
etc.)In. preparing. their. schema,. a. distinction. can. bemade. between. rights. at.
an.operational-level. and. at. a. collective-choice. level..Where. an. individual. has.
collective-choice. rights,. they. can.participate. in. the.definition.of. future. rights.
regarding.management,.exclusion.and.alienation.. In. this.regard,.management.
is. the. regulation. of. internal. use. patterns,. exclusion. is. the. determination. of.






Authorized. users. have. operational-level. rights. of. access. and.withdrawal..
Their. rights. are. defined. by. others. and. they. lack. the. authority. to. devise.
harvesting. rules. or. to. exclude. others. from. gaining. access.. Even. though.
17.See.also.Grey,.Thomas.C,(1980).‘The.Disintegration.of.Property’.in.Property: No Mos XXII69,.Ed..
by.Pennock.J..Roland.&.ChapmanJohn.W.,.New.York:.New.York.University.Press..pp..69-85.
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they.may.be.able. to. transfer.or. to. sell. their. rights. they. lack.authority. to.
participate.in.collective.action.to.change.operational.rules.




exclusion. in. addition. to. rights. of. access. and.withdrawal.. They. authorize.




































of. property. rights. in.ways. that. can.be. constructively. applied. to.benefit. local.
peoples.and.institutions’(CIEL.et.al..2002.p.8).If.so,.property.rights.would.be.seen.
as.falling.within.a.spectrum.that.provides.for.public.property,.private.property,.
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the.use.of.natural. resources..The.main.benefit. that. local. communities.would.
gain. from. being. legally. recognized. as. private. property. rights. holders.would.
be.more.bargaining.leverage.with.outside.interests,.including.the.government,.
than. if. their. CBPRs.were. considered. to. be. public. property. rights.. The. state,.
however,.could.still.enact.rural.zoning.laws.over.private.CBPRs.as.it.often.does.
with.regard.to.private.individual.property.rights.in.urban.areas.
The. work. of. Schlager. and. Ostrom. and. the. views. expressed. by. the.
Indonesian. organisations. mentioned. above. show. that. whilst. the. Court. may.
have.been.correct. in. finding. the.existence.of.a.property.right. in. the.HP-3,.an.
increasingly. sophisticated. approach. to. property. rights. regimes. for. natural.
resources. management. is. likely. to. be. required. in. the. future. both. by. policy.
makers.and.lawyers..
IV. THE LEGAL BASIS FOR RULING THE HP-3 UNCONSTITUTIONAL
The.questions.raised.by.the.plaintiffs.that.the.Constitutional.Court.found.
must.be.decided.were.as.follows:.
1.. Did. the.provisions. establishing. the.HP-3. conflict.with. article. 33(3). of. the.
Constitution?
2.. Did. theprovisions. forcommunity. participation. in. the. preparation. of. the.
Coastal.and.Small.Islands.Strategic.Plan,.Coastal.and.Small.Islands.Zonation.
Plan,. Coastal. and. Small. Islands. Management. Plan. and. Coastal. and. Small.
Islands.Action.Plan.violate.constitutional.rights?
The. Court. found. in. favour. of. the. Plaintiffs. in. relation. to. each. of. these.
questions.. This. article.will. only. consider. the. reasoning. of. the. Constitutional.
Court. in. regard. to. the. first.question. concerning.article.33(3).which. took. the.
following.steps.in.reasoning,.which.are.considered.below:




c.. the. arrangements. establishing. the. HP-3did. not. support. the. ‘greatest.
prosperity.of.the.people’.as.required.by.the.Constitution.
A. The state’s constitutional obligation to control the use of land, water 
and natural resources 
Article. 33(3). provides. the. Constitutional. basis. for. the. protection.
of. Indonesia’s. natural. environment.. It. is. preceded. by. the. Preamble. to. the.
Constitutionwhich.states.that.the.Government.of.Indonesia.‘protects.the.whole.
of.the.Indonesian.people.and.their.entire.native.country’.18 This.was.interpreted.
by. Koesnadi. as. providing. a. principle. under. which. the. government. has. a.
responsibility.and.obligation.for.the.protection.of.both.human.and.environmental.
18.Kemudian daripada itu untuk membentuk suatu Pemerintah Negara Indonesia yang melindungi 
segenap bangsa Indonesia dan seluruh tumpah darah Indonesia.





It. can. be. observed. that,. as. a. power-conferring. provision,article. 33(3).
confers. considerable. legislative. and. administrative. authority. on. the. state.










to. devise. policy. (mengadakan kebijakan),. legislate. (melakukan pengaturan),.





B. The HP-3 as an abdication of the state’s constitutional obligation















of. the. people. and. use. its. best. endeavours. to. do. so.. There. has. been. a. strong. tendency. in. Indonesian.
legislative.drafting.to.omit.explicit.normative.vocabulary:.Waddell.(2006).
21. In. regard. to. this. aspect. of. the. claim,. the.Court. stated. that. it. gained. authority. from.decision.
number.001,.021,.022/PUU-1/2003.dated.15.December.2004,.the.Electricity.Law.case.
22.Butt.and.Lindsey.considered.four.decisions:.
1..The.Oil and Natural Gas (Migas) Law case.(MK.Decision.002/2003).where.applicants.sought.a.review.of.
Law.22/2001.on.Oil.and.Natural.Gas..
2..The. Forestry Law case. (MK. Decision. 003/2005),. where. a. group. of. many. applicants. unsuccessfully.
disputed.the.constitutionality.of.Law.19/2004.on.the.Stipulation.of.Interim.Law.1/2004.on.Amendments.
to.Law.41/1999.on.Forestry.
3..The. Water Resources (SDA) Law case. (MK. Decision. 058-059-060-063/2004. and. 008/2005),. where.
almost.3,000.individuals.and.several.NGOs.requested.the.MK.to.review.Law.7/2004.on.Water.Resources;.
and.
4..Electricity Law case (MK.Decision. 001-021-022/PUU-I/2003),. three. applicants. requested. the.MK. to.
review.the.constitutional.validity.of.Law.20/2002.on.Electricity.











that. there.was.a. strong.possibility. that.vast. areas.would.be. closed.off. to. the.
public.at.large.as.HP-3.areas.(kawasan.HP-3)..[3.15.7].
The. strength. of. the. Court’sconclusion. can. be. at. least. partly. attributed.
to.weaknesses.in.the.presentation.of.government’s.case..Notably,.government.
witnesses.did.not.detail. the.working.mechanisms.of. the.HP-3..The.argument.
that. the.creation.of.private.property.rights.was. the.correct.path. to.avoid. the.
‘tragedy. of. the. commons’. in. Indonesia’s. coastal. and. small. island. areas. was.
presented. in. a. sketchy. fashion. and.not. accepted.by. the.Court..Witnesses. for.
the.government.did.not.contextualize.the.operation.of.the.HP-3.as.a.policy.tool.
that.would.assist.the.government.in.the.control.of.coastal.and.marine.coastal.






C. The failure of the HP-3 to support the ‘greatest prosperity of the 
people’
The.Courtalso.focused.on.the.obligation.that.the.land.and.water.and.the.
natural. resources. therein. are. to. be. utilisedfor. the. greatest. prosperity. of. the.






it. could. mean. that. the. interest. of. the. majority. is. to. take. priority. over. the.
minority.
The.Courtendorsed.a.rights-based.approach.and.then.assessed.how far.the.
HP-3.could.be.said.to.support.the.greatest prosperity of the people..In.essence,.
the.Court.said.that.the.government.must.consider.existing.rights,.both.individual.





. The.Court.was. concerned.with. communities. living. in. coastal. areas. rather.
than.the.population.at.large..It.said.that.a.new.law.should.not.limit.accessto.























be.available.to.traditional.communities. living.under.Adat. law..However,. there.
was. very. little. by. way. of. explanation. in. Law. 27/2007. to. clarify. how. Adat.
Communities. were. to. access. the. right. or. the. benefits. that. would. accrue. to.
them.. It. can.be.observed. that. the. interests. of. corporations. are.quite.distinct.
in. that.corporations.are. likely. to.have. interests.oriented.towards.commercial.
exploitation.for.resources.whereas.Adat Communities.are.more.likely.to.desire.
to.protect. traditional.use.rights. from.interference.by.outside. interests.and.to.
preserve. traditional. practices. that. sustain. them. culturally. and. materially.. A.
point. that.was. accepted.by. the.Constitutional. Court.was. that. in. the. event. of.
competition. for. a. HP-3. between. organised. commercial. interests. and. Adat.
Communitiesit. could. be. expected. that. the. interests. of. organised. commercial.
interests.with.more.capital,.technology.and.expertisewould.prevail..[3.15.7]
Despite.being.made.available. to.Adat.Communities,. the.Court.accepted.
the. argument. that,. in. practice,. the.HP-3would. bea. threat. to. the. existence. of.
traditional. rights. and. local. knowledge. in. the. use. of. coastal. and. small. island.
resources..The.Courtaccepted.that Adat.Communities.only.had.two.alternatives:.
either.obtain.a.HP-3.or.allow.traditional.areas.and/or.use.rights.to.be.handed.
over. to. private. interests. and. negotiate. compensation. based. on. deliberations.
between.the.parties.(musyawarah)..Obtaining.a.HP-3.would.fundamentally.alter.
traditional.rights.inherited.from.generation.to.generation.by.limiting.them.to.
a. finite. timeframe..Compensation.would. also. result. in. the. loss.of. rights. as. it.
could.only.be.enjoyed.by.those.who.receive.the.compensation.at.the.moment.of.




V. IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE ATTEMPTS TO INTRODUCE NEW FORMS 
OF PROPERTY RIGHTS IN NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT IN 
INDONESIA 
The. Court’s. decision. can. be. interpreted. as. saying. that. the. creation. of.
new.forms.of.private.property.rights.willconflict.with.thestate’s.constitutional.
obligation. to. exercise. control. over. the. use. of. Indonesia’s. natural. resources..
However,.the.reasoning.of.the.Court.bears.detailed.analysis.in.relation.to.which.
























A. The trend away from direct regulation to economic instruments
In. regard. to. the. first. requirement,. the.Courtreferred. specifically. to. the.
















that. would. otherwise. be. prohibited. by. legislation.. In. quoting. Atmosudirdjo.
(Atmosudirdjo1983,.94),.Pudyatmoko.concludes.that.a.licence.is.a.dispensation.
from.a.prohibition.that.would.otherwise.be.imposed.by.legislation..Accordingly,.
the. prohibition. is. followed. by. detailed. conditions. and. criteria. that. must. be.
fulfilled. by. the. applicant. for. the. licence. as.well. as. a. procedure. that.must. be.
followed. by. the. government. authority. tasked. with. considering. application.
(Pudyatmoko2009. p.7).. Pudyatmoko. also. provides. a. comprehensive. list. of.
licences.issued.by.central.and.regional.government.in.Indonesia.and.the.range.
of.conditions.that.are.required.
The. approach. ofthe. Constitutional. Court. falls. squarely. within. the.












However,. it. requires. ongoing. monitoring. and. surveillance. by. the. state. and.
enforcement.action.through.the.courts.is.expensive.and.potentially.unreliable..
The. comparison. is. often.made. between. CAC. and.market-based. instruments.
(MBIs). thatincorporatethe. cost. of. externalities. into. the. cost. of. production.





As. Stavins. pointed. out,. MBIs. have. not. replaced,. nor. have. they. come.
anywhere. close. to. replacing. the. conventional,. CAC. approach. (Stavins2003,.





–.i.e..the.maximum.level.of.permissible.pollution..There.are.two.types.of.standards.-.ambient standards and 
emissions standards.
26. Reasons. for. the.move. away. from. the. ‘command. and. control’. approach. include. difficulty. in.
determining. an. ‘optimum’. standard;. lack. of. incentives. to. reduce. pollution. beyond. the. standard;. low.
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not.fully.effective.and.that.more.sophisticated.and.refined.instruments.of.control.
are.more. likely. to.produce.desired. effects..Regulatory.design. is.now. focused.
onselecting.the.most.effective.combination.of.instruments.rather.than.adhering.
to.the.old.CAC.approach.and.this.may.involve.considering.a.range.of.instruments.




B. Property rights in natural resources management
More. specifically. in. relation. to. natural. resources. management,CAC.
approaches. have. been. linked. to. a. loss. of. resilience. in. ecosystems. and. have.








In. a. number. of. countries,. property. rightshave. been. established. as. a.
tool.tomanage.the.use.of.resources.such.as.fisheries,.water,.minerals.and.even.
some.biological.processes.such.as.carbon.sequestration..For.example,.in.every.
state. in. Australia,. legislation. has. been. introduced. validating. forestry. carbon.
sequestration.rights.as.property.(Hepburn.2009)..In.fisheries,.it.is.now.widely.
accepted. internationally. that. property. rights. have. an. important. role. to. play.
(Shotton. 2000).There. has. been. a. dramatic. growth. in. aquaculture,. which. is.
premised.on.property.rights.in.the.stock.being.grown.and.the.area.used.to.grow.
it. such.as. the.water.bottom.or.water.column.(Wyman2008.p.513).. In. regard.
to.capture.fisheries,.private.property-like.rights.for.commercial.fisheries.have.
been. introduced. in. many. countries. through. the. establishment. of. individual.
transferable. quotas. (‘ITQs’). (Wyman2008. p.512).28. An. ITQ. covers. a. single.
fishing. ground. that. can. be. very. large.. The. regulator. sets. a. species-specific.








(Fisheries. and.Aquaculture.Department. FAO.Corporate.Document,. n.d.).. Fish.
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where.there.have.been.long-established.communally-run.fisheries,.the.concept.
of. the. TURF. overlaps. with. the. goal. of. community-based. management. and.
the. idea. that. community.norms.can.substitute. for. state. regulation..The.most.
commonly. cited. example. are. fishing. cooperatives. in. Japan. that. have. TURF.
rights. to. fish. in. specific. territoriesthat. originally. derived. from. feudal. fishing.
rights. (Anderson&. Leal. 2001. p.116).30. Another. example. is. in. Taiwan,.where.
it.has.been.argued.that.whilst.progress. in.the.right.direction.has.been.made,.





Rather. than. questioning. the. role. of. property. rights. in. fisheries,. the.
challenge.is.now.being.cast.in.terms.of.the.need.to.design.property.rights.that.
create.the.greatest.net.benefits..As.stated.by.Wyman.(Wyman.2008.p.515):
“Our. experience. combining. different. types. of. property. rights. on. land.
suggests. that. that. arrangement. likely. will. be. a. mix. of. individual. and.





externalities. caused. by. fishing,. prospects. for. economies. of. scale,. and.
administrative.costs.”
In.the.field.of.water.resources.management,.tradable.water.rightsseparate.
from. land. title. have. been. the. subject. of. much. attention. by. researchers. and.
policy-makers(Easter,.Rosegrant&.Ariel.1998;.Rosegrant1994)..Space.does.not.
permit.an.account.of.developments. in.this.area.of.policy.makingbut.practical.











Court. allows. for. the. sort. of. innovations. that. have. been. introduced. in. other.
30.An.update.on.the.pros.and.cons.of. ITQ.and.TURF.in. Japan. is.available.(Yagi,.Clark,Anderson,.
Arnason.and.Metzner2012).
31.As.described.by.Hepburn,.the.holder.has.access.and.use.of.speciﬁedrivers.and/or.lakes.for.a.
prescribed.period. of. time. in. accordance.with. deﬁned. terms. and. conditions..Usually. the. entitlement. is.
described. as. a. permissorylicence. and. is. accompanied.by. a. speciﬁc.water. allocation. grant.. The. right. is.
transferable. with. the. aim. of. encouraging. trade. in. entitlements.. A. transferusually. requires. ministerial.
approval..The.entitlement.can.be.varied.or.modified...Administrative.agencies.conferring.a.licence.retain.
the. capacity. to. cancel. or. vary. entitlements. at. any. time.without. compensation.. In. practice.most.water.
licences.are.renewed.on.a.regular.basis.



















“The. fundamental. idea. is. for. government. to. create. commercial. or.
financial. advantages. or. disadvantages. for. environmentally. acceptable. or.





converge(Thompson. 2000. pp.. 267-69).The. rationale. is. that. if. policies. are.
designed. effectively,. then. the. private. sector. will. respond. by. doing. what. is.
expected.to.achieve.the.anticipated.outcome..
To.be.fully.effective,.however,.all.externalities.will.need.to.be.eliminated,.
that. is. all. the. costs. and.benefits. of. the.owner’s. activities.will. have. to. accrue.
to. the. owner.This. can. be. done,. for. example,. by. setting. the. period. of. tenure.




will.be.caused.by.activities. related. to.a.property. right.and.a.matching.of. the.
extent.of. the.private.property.with. the.extent.of. the.externality(Sinden.2007.
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VI. CONCLUSION
The. experience. of. the. government. in. formulating. the. coastal. waters.
commercial.use.right.(HP-3)and.the.subsequent.constitutional.challenge.leading.
to.its.invalidity.has.been.unfortunate..The.conflicting.interests.covered.by.the.




the.need. for. this. new. instrument.. Perhaps. the. fatal. flaw. in. the.HP-3.was. its.
capacity.to.extinguish.the.very.Adat.rights.that.it.was.said.to.support..






to.control. the.use.of. Indonesia’s.natural.resources.. It. is.being.suggested.here.
that.although.the.decision.of.the.Constitutional.Court.appears.to.be.a.setback.























1. Property rights introduced through the vehicle of a regulatorylicence
The. Constitutional. Court. specifically. endorsed. licensing. as. a. means.
whereby. the. state. exercises. control. in. accordance.with. its. obligations. under.
article.33(3).. It. isimplicit. that. the. fact. that. the.HP-3.was.not. set.up.within.a.
system.of.licensing.but.amounted.to.a.simple.grant.of.a.right.was.a.reason.for.it.
being.ruled.unconstitutional..As.mentioned.above,.the.provisions.on.the.HP-3.









example.would.be.where.a. total. allowable. catch. is. set. for.a. fish. stock,. limits.
are.set.on.total.water.withdrawals.for.a.catchment.management.area,.or.a.cap.
is. imposed. on. total. net. carbon. emissions.. In. this.way,. the. ability. to. trade. in.
allowances.provides.the.opportunity.for.efficiency.gains.in.the.allocation.of.use.
whilst.the.government.maintains.a.key.role.in.determining.limits.on.use..This.
form.of.property.right.should. fall.outside. the.reasoning.of. the.Constitutional.
Court.








Wales,. in. Australia.33. However,. the. approach. taken. by. Australia’s. High. Court.




2. Community-based property rights
The. Court. adopted. the. view. that. the.HP-3.was. ineffective. as. a. tool. to.
support.AdatCommunity. interests.. Therefore,. the. Court. was. not. required. to.
considerwhether. an. instrumentproviding. a. private. group-based. proprietary.
interest. that. met. the. particular. needs. of. Adat. Communities. was. within. the.
Constitution.In.a. similar.way,. the.Court’s.decision.also.does.not. impact.upon.
the.broader.proposition. that.management.of.coastal. resources.would.benefit.
from.the.grant.of.private.property.rights.to.local.community.organisations.such.
as. villages. and. fisherman. groups. for. the. use. and.management. of. particular.
resources..
3. Property rights at a level lower than ownership
Whilst.the.HP-3.was.said.to.be.a.use.right,.its.features.closely.resembled.
ownership.. If. the.Schlager.and.Ostrom.schema. is.applied,. it. can.be.seen. that.





33.High.Court.decision.of.ICM Agriculture Pty Ltd v Commonwealth (2009).240.CLR.140;.261.ALR.
653;.[2009].HCA.51.
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c.. a. transferable. property. right. held. by. an. authorized. user. to. access. and.












that. any. future.attempt. to. introduce.a.new. form.of.property. right. to. further.
the. goal. of. improved. natural. resources. management. will. need. heightened.
sophistication.and.awareness.of.potential.legal.pitfalls..This.awareness.is.needed.
at.the.policy.formulation.stagerequiring.government.officials.to.be.well-versed.
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